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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the design of new diagnostics and the
modifications to existing diagnostics needed to carry out
radiative divertor experiments in DIII–D following
installation in late 1996 of a set of baffle structures that will
restrict the backflow to the core plasma of neutral deuterium
atoms and impurity gases. The divertor slots formed by the
new baffle structures will inhibit the easy view of the divertor
legs and target plates that the open divertor geometry in
DIII–D currently affords. We review a basic set of
diagnostics that are needed to demonstrate the reduction of
divertor heat loading and radiative dissipation of energy
within the divertor. This will include IR cameras, bolometry,
foil bolometers, and Langmiur probes. Within the limits of
available funding, we will implement a supplemental set of
instruments which provide a more detailed understanding of
the underlying physical processes. Many existing diagnostics
require only re-aiming to provide proper coverage of the
initial 23 cm long divertor plasma configuration (X–point to
floor distance). Other diagnostics need extensive
reconfiguration using in-vessel fiber-optic bundles or high
power laser mirrors. The new divertor baffle panels provide a
protective shelf for diagnostic hardware mounted underneath
them, but the water cooling channels in the panels limit the
permissible size of through holes and, thereby, restrict the
available views of under-the-baffle diagnostics. The
successful resolution of the design and implementation of
these diagnostic modifications is dependent on a strong
coordination between GA and its many diagnostic
collaborators.

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of the radiative divertor program (RDP)
is to modify the existing DIII–D divertor structure in order to
allow integrated testing of divertor heat-flux reduction
concepts and advanced tokamak operating scenarios.
Specifically, the top/bottom symmetric divertor structure is
designed to match the shape of proposed high-triangularity
double-null plasmas with high confinement and stability in
order to provide pumping for density control of these plasmas
and to baffle the leakage of gas from the divertor plenum into
the main plasma. The hardware will consist of extended
baffles near the outer divertor strike points (top and bottom)
and a raised central baffle in the private flux region under
each X–point. Each baffle region will have a separate liquid-
helium-cooled cryopump. A cross section appears in Fig. 1.
In the future, the depth of the divertor slot can be increased
from 23 cm to 43 cm, as measured along the separatrix from
X–point to target plate.

Fig. 1.  Planned radiative divertor upgrade for DIII–D.

The radiative divertor will impact divertor diagnostics in
several ways. First, the increased emphasis on producing
highly radiative plasmas using impurity injection pushes
spectroscopy to the forefront and demands more detailed
multi-point or multi-chord measurements in the divertor
region. Second, understanding impurity transport requires
some knowledge of the background plasma flow in order to
estimate the frictional force on impurity ions and new
diagnostics which measure plasma flows must be installed on
DIII–D. Third, the addition of new baffle plates and
cryopumps means that many diagnostics will have to be
relocated and that others will need new views just to maintain
existing capability. This impact is minimized for the first
configuration with the 23 cm deep slot, but with the deep
43 cm slot virtually all divertor measurements will be
impacted to some degree. Finally, by choosing to run
primarily double-null divertors, diagnosis of the upper
divertor must be expanded to provide key information
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comparable to that presently obtained only in the lower
divertor.

The basic set of diagnostics proposed for the RDP is nearly
the same as those now in place on DIII–D (See Table I).
These diagnostics will provide measurement of the first wall
heat flux using infrared TVs, the radiative power loss via two
24 channel bolometer arrays [2] plus two new arrays looking
at just the lower divertor, and the particle flux to the divertor
targets using arrays of fixed Langmuir probes [3]. Neutral
pressure in the pumping plenums will be measured with fast
responding (5 ms) ASDEX type neutral pressure gauges [4].
In addition, visible TVs and spectrometers [5,6] will monitor
line emission from the plasma and plasma facing components
in the divertor region. Central impurity densities can be
inferred from VUV spectroscopy [7] and CER [8] measure-
ments near the plasma midplane. If possible, the divertor
Thomson system [9] will be modified to allow continued
measurements of ne and Te between the X–point and one
divertor target. All of the diagnostics in Table I are currently
in use or will be installed by June 1996 on the existing diver-
tor configuration. Though many of them can be adapted for
the radiative divertor with no change in their basic design,
their in-vessel components will have to be rebuilt with
entirely new hardware. Examples of diagnostics in this cate-
gory are the “2π” foil bolometers [10], fixed Langmuir
probes, tile current arrays [11], divertor interferometers [12]
and reflectometers [13]. Others will have to be modified sig-
nificantly to maintain a suitable viewing geometry.

Much of the diagnostic modifications will be carried out by
the following collaborating institutions as they have unique
physics and engineering resources:

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Sandia National Laboratory
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
University of California at San Diego
University of California at Los Angeles
Johns Hopkins University

General Atomics has a strong history of successful collabo-
rations with these institutions on DIII–D and will rely on
them again to field the complex diagnostics required for the
RDP.

HEAT FLUX MEASUREMENTS AND RADIATIVE LOSSES

An array of six calibrated infrared cameras (IRTV's) measure
the surface temperature, which we use to infer the local heat
flux. The cameras record 8-12 µm light emission with 125 µs
temporal resolution and 0.5 cm spatial resolution. For the
23 cm divertor slot, we will make relatively minor changes to
the existing IRTV systems. Only some re-aiming of routing
mirrors will be required.

We will upgrade the data acquisition for two cameras.
Currently, we record the signal from each camera on a VCR
during the shot and replay the tapes one at a time through a
video digitizer after the shot. In place of the two-step process,
we will substitute a frame-grabber, digitize the live video
signal during the shot, storing the relevant part of the image.
This will eliminate the non-linearity and signal degradation
introduced by tape recording. The video can still be taped for
archival storage. Direct digital acquisition will speed access
to the data after the shot. From the measurements of
brightness, the temperature change of the tile surfaces is
extracted and converted to heat flux. The total power to the
first wall is estimated by assuming toroidal symmetry. Peak
power versus time and total power versus time can be
available a few minutes after the shot, allowing session
leaders to determine gas puff quantities for subsequent
radiative divertor experiments.

Plasma radiative losses are measured with a set of two
bolometer arrays of 24 viewing chords each. The arrays are
currently located at an R+2 and R-1 port, with each providing
complete poloidal coverage of both the core and divertor
plasma. With the arrays at different poloidal locations,
unfolding of the 2D radiation profile has been possible. For
the new RDP configuration, the bolometer array currently
located at an R+2 port will be moved to an R+1 port as
shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 2. This will make the
bolometer arrays up/down symmetric. From its respective
location each array should be able to view the opposing
divertor.

Higher spatial resolution will be required in the divertor
region and will be accomplished by adding two arrays of 6–7
detectors each under the lower divertor structures. They will
view the divertor plasma through two relatively small

Table I
Key Diagnostics for the Radiative Divertor Program

(*denotes modification needed, **denotes new diagnostic)

Power Balance SOL & Divertor Plasma Parameters
*Infrared TVs (6) *Divertor Langmuir probes ( 2x 20 tips)
*24 channel bolometer arrays (2) Midplane movable probe
**6-7 channel divertor bolometers (2) *Divertor Thomson scattering
*2π foil bolometers (8) *Toroidal tile current arrays (2 x 12 tiles)

Impurity Transport and Screening *Divertor interferometers
*Divertor VUV SPRED spectrometer *Divertor reflectometers
Midplane VUV SPRED spectrometer Neutral Gas Density
*Visible spectroscopy
 (3 multichordal systems)

*ASDEX-type neutral pressure gauges (6)
Penning gauges and RGA

*Divertor filterscopes (3 x 8 chords) *Hα line monitors
*Filtered TV camera (vertical & Tangential)

Erosion and Sputtering
*Sample coupons



Fig. 2.  Additional bolometer arrays under the divertor baffles
improve the spatial resolution attainable with tomographic
inversion.

openings in the structure as outlined on the right in Fig. 2.
This should give a spatial resolution of ~2 cm in the outboard
leg of the divertor. The new detectors will be of the same
type as in the existing arrays, each consisting of a 0.25 cm2

platinum absorbing layer laminated to a 50 W platinum
meander-path resistor insulated with Kapton. The tempera-
ture of the sensor increases with incident radiated power and
particle flux and is detected as an increase in resistance of the
sensor. The sensors can withstand temperatures of about
200°C and will require active cooling during high tempera-
ture vessel baking. Important issues in the design of this
divertor radiation diagnostic include positioning of the
sensors and design of openings in the divertor structure to
produce the best viewing angles to unfold the radiation dis-
tribution. To house the sensors, an integral support structure
will be designed that provides a viewing aperture and a stable
viewing position through the divertor openings.

Additional information on the location and nature of the
radiated power is provided by an array of foil bolometers.
Thin graphite foils (~0.05-in. thick) are attached to a plasma-
facing graphite tile surface. Radiated power impinging on the
foil surface is deduced from the time-dependent behavior of
its surface temperature [1] Although recessed slightly inside a
tile for protection, each foil has virtually the same exposure
as the tile itself, and for that reason the foil has also been

referred to as a “2π bolometer.” Foil placement is considered
at each poloidal location where divertor IR camera systems
are already planned (2 toroidal locations for the lower
divertor and one location for the upper divertor).

DIVERTOR AND SCRAPE-OFF-LAYER (SOL)
CONDITIONS

A.  Fixed Probes

The use of fixed Langmuir probes, in conjunction with
infrared measurements, will be used to determine directly the
extent of the heat and particle flux reduction. In addition, the
electron temperature and plasma density measurements made
with the probes will be used to understand and model the
detachment process. These techniques also provide informa-
tion on the structure of the divertor plasma sheath which is
now recognized to be strongly modified by the local neutral
pressure obtained in gaseous divertor experiments.  We will
need to make more detailed and localized measurements than
with the open divertor due to the geometrical constraint
placed on the plasma by the RDP baffle hardware. Each array
would consist of 5–6 probes at the inner strike point, 2–3 in
the private flux region, 5–10 at the outer strike point, and 5
on the outer baffle. Toroidally offset probes will be needed to
achieve adequate spatial resolution of the profiles. We plan to
install (but not fully instrument) a mirror set of probes in the
upper divertor. Both the upper and lower probe arrays would
have an identical number of probes at one toroidal location.
There would be 5 additional probes spread toroidally (n=6)
near the lower divertor outer strike point (OSP) to measure
toroidal asymmetries

B.  Tile Current Monitors

Tile current monitors have been used to measure the magni-
tude, sign and toroidal distribution of SOL currents, and in
quantifying halo currents during disruptions. In the RDP con-
figuration, the forces from toroidally asymmetric disruption
halo currents generate the most severe forces to which the
baffle structure is subjected. Emphasis has therefore been
shifted from monitoring SOL currents in normal plasma
operation to measuring the magnitude and toroidal distribu-
tion of halo currents during disruptions. Fortunately, the halo
currents in the RDP configuration are intercepted by the tiled
surface of the outer baffle plates and channeled through the
support legs of this structure to the vessel wall before closing
their poloidal circuit. The channeling of the current through
the support legs affords a much easier method of measure-
ment than was possible in the ADP configuration where these
currents passed mainly through tiles mounted directly to the
vessel surface. Rogowski coils will be placed around the
support legs of the outer baffle to measure the halo current
and to impose operational limits on the plasma current driven
in the main plasma.

C.  Thomson Scattering

The new divertor Thomson diagnostic provides crucial
plasma temperature and density information. Its collection
optics are installed on an R-1 port and view one of the eight
laser beams of the core Thomson system that has been re-



routed into a neighboring vertical port. Unfortunately, the
optimum plasma shape and resulting tile surfaces to study
radiative divertor physics requires that a shelf cover the port
used for the divertor Thomson laser beam. This shelf would
also obstruct the view to the divertor of the current collection
optics. A clever method must be devised to re-direct the
beam to probe the region of the outer lower divertor leg.
Possible solutions might require internal mirrors on either the
top or bottom of the vessel as well as internal beam dumps.
Sufficient light collecting efficiency, low stray light levels
and alignment verification must be maintained. Cleanliness
of optical components mounted inside the vessel is also a
major concern due to the possible stray light and high laser
energy densities on the mirrors. Initial layouts indicate that
the existing collection optics would probably maintain
sufficient light collecting efficiency provided the proper outer
shelf tile modifications are allowable.

D.  Interferometry And Reflectometry

To provide density information in the new radiative divertor,
it is planned to include both interferometer and reflectometer
systems. These systems will be complementary, and are
designed to provide line integrated density, density profiles,
peak density, and density turbulence measurements in the
divertor. In each case it is intended to upgrade or improve the
systems in the light of actual operational experience in the
new divertor configuration on DIII–D.

Possible configurations for the interferometer and reflectome-
ter in the radiative divertor are shown schematically in Fig. 3.
The added baffle structures in the RDP provide more flexibil-
ity in locating microwave horns and components than
presently exists, and provides better access and views of the
divertor legs and strike points. Since positioning of the
divertor legs is more constrained, it is easier to design the
systems such that the probe beams are perpendicular to the
density gradients.

IMPURITY CONCENTRATION AND LINE BRIGHTNESS

A.  VUV Spectroscopy

A SPRED XUV Spectrometer has recently been installed to
measure the impurity ion density in the divertor. The
impurity ion density can be determined from the measured
impurity brightness, using electron impact excitation cross
sections and measured electron density and temperature. For
XUV excited states, the electron impact excitation cross sec-
tions are well known and the electron temperature and
density will be measured using the divertor Thomson diag-
nostic. The SPRED spectrograph is installed on a top vertical
port, so that the column-integrated brightness of impurity
ions are measured along a vertical viewchord with the same
major radius as that of the divertor Thomson laser beam. To
obtain radially-resolved spatial profiles of impurity ion
densities, the plasma position is swept across the spectro-
graph field of view. We use the LLNL SPRED spectrograph
to observe the 10–30 nm and 10–100 nm regions, respec-
tively with 0.04 nm and 0.2 nm spectral resolution in the

DIII–D divertor. A multi-channel detector system under
microcomputer control allows measurement of time-resolved
spectra. To continue to use this diagnostic during the RDP
experiments will require that both the SPRED instrument and
its associated port tube be tilted to view the outer leg. Initial
studies suggest that a tilted line of sight can be achieved
without sacrificing an excessive fraction of the spectrometer's
light collection cone.

B.  Soft X–Ray Spectroscopy

Multi-Layer Mirror (MLM) technology provides a means of
obtaining very high reflectivity in the soft X–ray spectral
range of 1–10 nm and performing spectroscopy of the ionic
resonance lines of low-Z elements. Measuring the absolute
intensities of these resonance lines is essential to diagnosing
impurity abundance in the divertor.

John Hopkins University (JHU) has developed a compact, in-
vacuum MLM spectrometer [14] for use on the C–Mod
tokamak. A fast phosphor serves as a signal transducer, con-
verting the soft X–ray radiation into visible light which is
conveyed by fiberoptics across a vacuum window for remote
detection outside the tokamak enclosure. Installation of simi-
lar devices on DIII–D requires some change in materials to
meet DIII–D's stringent vacuum regulations and its 400°C
bakeout temperature. JHU proposes to install two or three
such compact MLM devices in an R-1 port on DIII–D with
radial views across the divertor region, both above and below
the X–point. During a clean vent, the flange-mounted diag-
nostic could be modified to view lines of neon or argon,
instead of carbon. Installation in an R-1 port has been chosen
as an initial step toward certifying this diagnostic for future
use under the baffle with views similar to that of the bolome-
ters depicted in Fig. 2.

C.  Divertor Visible Spectroscopy

The term Divertor Visible Spectroscopy encompasses the
existing Dα monitors/filterscopes, survey spectrometers, and
high resolution spectrometers. The filterscopes are an
upgrade to the existing Dα  monitors that will permit
monitoring three different spectral lines simultaneously from
the light delivered by a single fiber. Prior to the RDP
upgrade, DIII–D will have two arrays of such spectral
monitors installed: a near-vertical fan of viewchords viewing
the upper divertor and a similar fan viewing the lower
divertor. DIII–D will have three visible spectrometers
viewing the divertor prior to the RDP. These instruments are
the Multichordal Divertor Spectrometer, the Russian high
resolution spectrometer and the Divertor Visible SPRED.
Collectively, these instruments enable the localization of
impurity radiation and the measurement of doppler profiles.

All these systems share the common feature that their
detector systems are located outside the DIII–D radiation
enclosure and rely on quartz fiberguides to convey light from
tokamak to diagnostic. At present, plasma light is input to the
quartz fiberguides with collection lenses mounted external to
vacuum windows. In most cases it will be possible to
preserve this simple design simply by re-aiming the
collection lens/fiber assembly or by manufacturing a new



Fig. 3.  Interferometer and reflectometer paths crossing the divertor legs give line average and peak electron density with high time
resolution.

fiber clamp that repositions the fibers behind the lens.
Unfolding the spatial location of radiation in the divertor
region will require new, near-horizontal viewchords that
cross the existing fans of near-vertical viewchords. The use
of in-vessel fiberoptic telescopes is attractive for this pur-
pose. An array of six telescopes will be installed under the
outer baffle in both the lower and upper divertor plenums.
Each array will have a poloidal fan of views as shown in the
Fig. 4. The graphite tiles on the slanted baffle will be slotted
poloidally to pass light from the divertor region to the tele-
scopes mounted behind the pump entrance of the outer
divertor plenum. Identical mounting structures for the tele-
scopes will be built for the top and bottom divertor, with the
exception that a mirror will be required in the upper divertor
to avoid interference with the local cryopump. The fiberoptic

Fig. 4.  Use of bakeable fiber telescopes under the baffle enable
measurements of visible light close to the outer divertor target plate.

vacuum/air coupler will consist of 3 mm diameter sapphire
lenses brazed into a vacuum flange. The in-vacuum hardware
employs special metal-clad, quartz fibers that can withstand
the 400°C bakeout temperature of the vessel. Each fiber will
have its own input telescope with long collimator tube to
prevent contamination of its collection lens. In the Control
annex, patch panels of 3-way fiber splitters will be used to
distribute the light from a single fiber telescope to photo-
multiplier detector channels containing filters for different
spectral lines. Though this in-vessel fiberoptic system was
conceived specifically for a new array of filterscopes, the
design will be useful for all fiberoptically coupled, visible
diagnostics.

D.  Visible Plamsa Imaging

Imaging the divertor plasma in the visible provides real time
views of features in the divertor regions, e.g., ELMS,
detachment, MARFE formation, plasma position, X–point
and strikepoint locations, and locked modes, which are
important to consider in the control room when preparing for
subsequent shots. Secondly, when correlated with other
diagnostics, it can provide information on the cause and
effect relationship between various events that are separated
by large poloidal distances. Finally, when detailed analysis is
done on 2D image data which is absolutely calibrated, it can
provide very good benchmarking information for 2D SOL
simulation codes used on ITER divertor designs. The design
for the RDP, which builds on the techniques used in the cur-
rent configuration consists of a vertical re-entrant tube
extending through a V-1 port as shown in Fig. 5. The re-
entrant tube houses a fiber optic image guide that views
through a vacuum window and onto a 45° mirror mounted on
the tube end. With the tip of the re-entrant tube extending



Fig. 5. A retractable re-entrant tube permits continued use of the
present imaging optics for tangential TV.

through the slanted portion of the outer baffle and the proper
tile removal, this view would give complete coverage of the
outer leg. Because the re-entrant tube would remain inside
the V-1 port tube when retracted, the image guide would
have to be actively cooled in the same way as that currently
being implemented for the ADP. To avoid conducting halo
currents during disruptions, the re-entrant tube must be elec-
trically insulated from the surrounding tiles and baffle cutout.

Present visible imaging systems on DIII–D use Charge
Coupled Device (CCD) or Charge Injection Device (CID)
cameras locally in the machine hall to generate the pixel data
for the images. This subjects the cameras to a harsh neutron
environment, high magnetic fields and field gradients, and
strong EMF fields from the dynamics of the tokamak shot.
Therefore, cameras are to be placed sufficiently far from the
device that the fields are below a threshold value throughout
the plasma shot. This will be achieved using flexible, cooled
fiber image guides which are currently being used.

NEUTRAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Neutral pressure in the RDP will be measured at several loca-
tions. Two fast ionization gauge heads (for redundancy) will
be placed near each of the four cryopumps (see Fig. 1). These
heads and associated electronics are based on the prototype
fast ionization gauges developed at ASDEX and will measure
the neutral pressure in the pumping plenums. Combined with
off-line measurements of the pumping speeds, the data will

yield the cryopump exhaust rate for each pump (the product
of the pumping speed and neutral pressure), a necessary part
of the global neutral particle balance. This information will
be used to examine the global particle balance with all four
cryopumps, and to compare the effectiveness of inner strike
point pumping versus outer strike pumping and lower diver-
tor vs. upper divertor pumping in terms of particle control.
Neutral pressure will also be measured in the private flux
regions of the upper and lower divertors. This will be accom-
plished by installation of gauge heads in the gap of the struc-
ture above the inner strike point pumps. All of the existing
fast ionization gauges installed in DIII–D have been mounted
on vessel flanges or re-entrant tubes, whereas the installations
for the RDP call for the gauge heads to be mounted directly
to the vacuum vessel or RDP baffle structure.

EROSION MEASUREMENTS

Measurement of erosion and redeposition are obtained with
demountable coupons. Small removable samples or coupons
will be installed in the divertor tiles for change-out at each in-
vessel vent. With highly polished coupons, direct measure-
ment of the coupon height will yield the cumulative thickness
of material eroded or deposited between successive vents. In
addition, SIMS and AUGER analysis with argon ion etching
will track the detailed history of the deposition, revealing
successive boronizations and the presence of any redeposited
impurities. The boronization events serve as temporal mark-
ers permitting post-facto determination of the layer thickness
accummulated in each operating campaign. A poloidal array
of coupons spanning the upper divertor, lower divertor and
centerpost is planned.
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